
children can be selfish or not 
care about wider society

our disconnect with nature 
has resulted in little care for 

the environment
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A typical day for a primary school student  (without Natural Networks)

leave home
08:23

drive to school
08:24

arrive at school
08:45

playground time
08:46

school bell rings
9:00

assembly
09:00

maths
09:30

+
=
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science
10:45

lunch time
12:00

playground time
12:25

art
13:00

social studies
14:15

arrive home
15:55

walk home dinner time
18:00

homework time
19:0015:35

meet parents
15:30

User Journey 

21:00

eat breakfast
08:00

components shown in red show the need for Natural Networks

unawareness of where 
food comes from

supermarket food

children have lost curiosity 
about the natural world 

amogst them

food waste is not utilised

bought, synthetic 
materials are used to make 

‘meaningless’ things

limited physical learning 
within the community

children are unaware 
of how their food got 

to their plate

traditional homework 
can be ‘boring’ and 

unaplicable for physical 
use in the real world

children find it hard to 
relate  science to any 

real-life practices

children find it hard 
to relate maths to any 

real-life practices



homework gets children to start 
growing and recycling at home

tasks regarding theory of Natural 
Networks build on practice
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A typical day for a primary school student  (with Natural Networks)

leave home
08:23

walk to school
08:24

arrive at school
08:45

playground time
08:46

school bell rings
9:00

assembly
09:00

maths
09:30

+
=
x -

science
10:45

lunch time
12:00

playground time
12:25

art
13:00

social studies
14:15

arrive home
15:55

walk home dinner time
18:00

homework time
19:0015:35

meet parents
15:30

User Journey 

+ repurposing waste
+ creating habitats
+ presenting food

21:00

+ biological aspects
+ GM and pesticides

+ nutrition and portioning
+ scale of food production
+ resource management

conversations and 
understanding about 

where food comes from

home grown produce

eat breakfast
08:00

impacts of Natural 
Networks may result in a 

change in mindset

children become 
curious about the nature 

surrounding them

assembly announcements 
for the production of 
school-grown food

children are given 
alternative options on 

the food menu

leftover food from 
lunch is added to the 

wormery bin

children can observe 
the worms and the 

decomposing process

discussion between 
parents and children about 

Natural Networks

children can harvest/use 
food which they have grown 

in school or at home

Natural Networks class 
is sandwiched into 
current curriculum

waste food from home is 
taken to school wormery

+ involvement with community

components shown in green show the influence of Natural Networks

children begin to care and look 
after what is around them



A typical daY FOR A PRIMARY SCHOOL STUDENT...

leave home
8:23

walk to school
8:24

arrive at school
8:45

playground time
8:46

school bell rings
9:00

lessons
9:20

playground time
10:30

lessons
10:45

lunch time
12:30

playground time
12:45

lessons
13:30

walk home

assembly
9:00

arrive home
15:5015:30

complete homework
18:30

broad overview 


